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By Seymour Lieblein

An analysis of the one-dimensional compressible
radial-plane impeller channel was conducted in order
insight into the characteristics of the passage mean

flow h a rotating
to provide an
flow under the

influence of centrifugal faces and losses. From a theoretical.inves.
tigation of the flow in an illustrative impeller channel with convergent-
divergent mea variation, the behavicm of the flow along the channel was
found to be generally similar in trend to the flow in a stationary
convergent-div~gent nozzle. The critical (sonic) section of the rotat-
ing channel occurred upstresm of the gemetric throat. The effect of
the losses on the flow was similar to the effect of a reduction of the
flow area.

A further one-Umensional analysis was conducted of the flow
in an experimental radial-inlet bpeller containing static-pressure.
taps along the stationary frent shroud. The behavior of the mean
flow along the @eller passage was generally similar to that of
the flow along a rotating radial channel in which the effective flow

I area in the inlet region varied with the operating point. At neg-
ative angles of attack, sonic velocity was attained in the inlet
region of the impeller where a throat had formed because of the sep-
aration of the flow. calcul&ted msximum weight flows based on con-
ditions at the critical radius compared favorably with experimental
maxhnum weight flows over the wheel-speed range of the impeller.
IMpeller-inlet losses were found to be large at the higher weight flows.

INTRODUCTION

In an atteqt to understand the fmdamen tal-flow behavior of cen-4
trifugal compresscms, several theoretical and exp~imental investiga-
tions of the flow within centrifugal-impellerpassages have recently
been comiucted (references 1 to 6). Considerable attention has been*
given to the two-dimensional impeller types with radial inlet and dis-
charge, in particular. These studies have included experimental meas-

. urements of over-all performance and passage flow (references 3 to 5)
and theoretical calculations of passage and blade-surface flow distri-
butions (references 1, 2, and 6).
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One of the characteristics of these ~eller analyses is the
assumption that the flow proceeds without loss and completely fiLls the
geometmic area of the passage at all tdmes. Experimental results have
indicated, however, that, particularly b the inlet regions of iqellers,
friction and m~n losses and boundary-layer separation exert signi-
ficant effects on the behavicm of the channel flow.

As a pel~mry ap~oach to the i.ncorpmation of such “real-flow”
effects in an @eller am+csis, the usefulness of one-dimensional con-
siderations in st@ing the actual passage mean fluw of impeller chan-
neh was tivestigated at W IaELs labmatory. A one-dimensional
analysis is helpful for evaluating the vsrious types of losses, for
locating regions of large loss, and as an initial basis for the intro-
duction of friction and loss terms in theoretical developments. For
methods of analysis such as in references 4 and 6, the use of more
rea~stic passage mean flows could result fi more accurate determina-
tions of velocity distribtiions along blade surfaces.

An academic analysis of the ideal flow iu a rotating radial-plane
channel whose area variation was selected to represent the effective
flow area tisting in exp~tal impellers is presented in the first
part of this report. Based on an illustrative lmpe~ channel, the
effects of centz’ifugalforce smd losses on the genera1 one-d3mmsional
flow varfition and on such factors as location of the critical section,
maximum mass flow, and shock formation are investigated.

~ the second part of this report, the one-dMensional analysis is
applied in conjunction with impeller front-shroud static-pressme
measurements to an tivestigation of the flow in the passages of a
radial-inlet @eILer whose ov=-all p-ormance was repmted in ref-
erence 5. The general variations of the flow are discussed, and cal-
culation of the effective flow area in the @eller-inlet region is
made. The choking of the hpeller flow
losses are analyzed.

SYMBOLS

The follxdng smols are used hwein:

area

velocity of sound

specific heat

energy number

at constant pressure

Y=-?-)

and variations of impeller

i..j

.
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energy loss or wmk done in overcming losses

acceleration due to gravity

mechanical equivalent of

constant

flow Mach Ilulmer

@elUr-tip Mach nuuib~

polytropic eqonent

absoltie total pressure

static pressure

heat energy added

gas constant

hpeller radius

heat

(tip speed/so)

3

absolute total temperate

static temperature

relative velocity

mass flow

weight flow

angle of attack

ratio of spectiic heats

ratio of inlet total pressure to stamlard sea-level pressure

adiabatic efficiency

ratio of inlet total temperature to standard sea-level temperature

mass density

flow function
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a) ~ velocity

Slibscripts:

1 iqeller

c critical.

m maxhmml

inlet

(sonic) condition
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o inlet total (stagnation) conditions

T impeller tiy

t throat

The prime refers to irreversible (loss) conditions.

THEORETICAL ANALYSIS

~SiC Equations

In a one-Mmensional theay of the steady flow of a perfect gas in
n

a channel, the state of the fluid is considered to be sufficiently
defined by average values of its components such that each flow variable
is a function of a single parameter a coor&Lnate of position. The

..

conventional variables - pressure p, temperature t> density p,
and relative velocity V - as functions of a single space parsmeter in
steady flow are connected by four relations derived in reference 7, which
when altered to include the effect of the centrifugal force field of a
rotating passage are given by:

Conservation of energy

at ()J&l-+

Consawation of mass

d(pVA) = O

Equation of motion

()~2r2:+vdv+dT - d-~ =

= o

0

(1)

(2)

(3)

. _.——— _
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Equation of state

d(p/pRt) = O (4)

The variations of pressure, relative velocity, and relative Mach nunibm
along the radius of a chsmnel are then obtained from equations (1) to
(4) ~aypndix A) as the logarithmic U=ential equat~ons

%=*(${.&)-[(y-l)@+l,@.ml%}+)

{[()av=- 1 1 ~uw——
-E- 1.}-@F-( r-l)a Q +*

v 1-M? az

%-&(-${(.w)@ -
\

?-[2 + (r-l)@] @ - (T-1)(1+ TM?) u +[2 + (T-1)M2] ~)

(5)

(6)

(7)

) /
The variations of velocity, pressure, and Mach number are thus seen to
be functions of the individual contributions of the gradients of wheel
potential energy, friction 10ss, heat tmansfer, @ flow area with the
square of the Mach nmiber as the principal pam&ter.

For isentiopic flow along a rotating hpeller channel (dF = O,
@ = O), the equdions of motion and energy beccme identical. The
ideal state of flow at any radius is then obtained by integrwkbg equa-
tion (3) isentropicallybetween the Met of the channel and a point in
the channel to yield

$+ T p m2r2 ‘1—.-—
y-lp 2 ‘T+

‘ (8)

If there is no prerotation at the inlet
velocity terms on the right side of the
kinetic energy of “theabsolute velocity
to the rotating channel, so that

to the rotating passage, the
equation de eqqal to the
immediatelybefme the entmance
..

(9)

..._——_____... .._ . . ...— ... —_. — —.—— .-— — . . .. —-——— - -.-.--—-— -----——
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Makinguse aP equation (4) and the isentropic relations,
.

!q =

Equation (9) can be written h terms
of the charnel inlet as

r-l

To.

P

~
o

+
Po

of Stqglaticm

!
conditions upstream

(lo)

whae * is defined as impe~-tip Mach nuniberand is equal to

~T/ao. The ideal state of fluw can then be calculated at any point

along the channel over a qe of rotational speeds and weight flows by
the use of equation (10) in conjunction with the continuity condition.

The applicability of the gee validity of the one-dimensional
approximation (equations (5) to (7), or (10)) depends on the degree of
variation of flow conditions across a plane normal to the direction of
flow. The velocity variations in hpeller channels (because of blade
loading, secondary flows, and boundary layers) are recognized as being
greater than those normally encountered in tubes and nozzles for which
the one-dimensionalassumption has been found adeqpate. Calculations of
en~gy and efficiency based on full channel sma end average velocity
would thmefae contain inherent inaccuracy. However, if the nmiber of
blades is large and if corrections for effective flow area are made, the
one-dhmsional appr-tion might yield reLLable information concern-
ing the variation of the average flow along the radius of a rotating
channel.

Flow tn Illu@rative ZmpeUer Channel

The principal effects of ener~ transfm and area variation on the
basic behaiior and restriction of the flow in rotating channels can
best be demonstratedby first investigating the flow of an ideal isen-
tropic fluid and illustrating the smalysis for a representative channel.
The effects of losses and friction can then be examined as causing
departures from the ideal.configurations.

— —.— —.—— — ———.
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Geometry of channel. - The radial variation of geometric area nor-
mal to the relative flow path for the illustrative @elLer channel was
selected to represent the effective flow-area variations existing ti
the channels of the radial impellers used in references 3 and 5. The
geometric area of these impellers was designed’to increase along the
flow ~ath from inlet to outlet. ~ the imlet region of the impeller,
the true flow area is not clearly defined because of the variation of
the magnitude of the relative area of the approach@ air as the iqel-
ler weight flow is varied. AE shown in figure 1, at low weight fluws,
the relative approach area is less and at high weight flow, the relative
approach area is grea~ than the bl.ade-hlet area. A conttiuous vari-
ation of area must occur aqoss the inlet, howev=, as the flow adjusts
to the channel shape. At the high weight flows, for exam@e, the adjust-
ment involves a separation of flow from the driving surface, the forma-
tion of a throat, and then mixing and reattachment of the flow. Evi-
dence of inlet-area reduction in experimental radial impellers at high
weight flow is found in refwences 3 to “5. In wier, therefore, %0
eMPloy a fixed-area vsriation representative of the effective flow area
of exper-ntal impeller channeh, a convergent-divergentconfiguration
was chosen for the illustrative channel. For convenience, a psrabolic
variation of area was prescribed. The area variation, equivalent c&-
cular nozzle and ge~al configuration of the fictitious impeller corre-
sponding to this area variation with negligible @al curvature, is
shown in figure 2. Although the effective throat b the _imental
impeUer does not occur as far downstream as indicated in figure 2, the
qg=ated theoretical location was chosen to accent the effects of
the throat formation. Blade %hiclmes8 in figure 2(c) represents both
actual blade and separated areas. The fluid is assumed to follow the
mean flow path between bl&des (directionfor infinite number of blades)
and to completely fill the.passage at all times. hlet, throat, and
discharge sections of the chaanel are shOwn by stations 1, t, and T,
respectively. Stagnation conditions are assumed at station o.

Description of fluw. - The state of flow along the channel of the
illustrative impeller (fig. 2) was calculated over a range of rotational
speeds smd mass flows by means of equation (lo) and the conttiui~ con-
dition. The vzmiations with radius ratio of pressure ratiO, velocity,
and Mach nunb= for increasing rates of flow from zero to maSmum ue
shown in figure 3 for an impeller-tip Mach number of 1.0. The lmxQdE of
variation @’ pressure, velocity, - Mach nuriberare thus seen ti geh-
eral.to be similar to those of a stationary convergent-divergentnozzle.
The instantaneous rise ti pressur-eat @e blade inlet is due to the fact
that the angle of the arbitrarily defined blade shape at the inlet does
not correspond to the angles of the entering ah at the rotational.speed
chosen. When the flow is assumed to follow the mean blade angle, an
instantmeous change in flow angle and velocity occurs which results in
an instantaneous rise.in the absolute %aq@tial velocity.
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.

Unlike the flow b a stationary nozzle, the location of the points
of minimum presmre, maximum velocity, SJla.madmumllac hnmiberina r

rotating channel are not coincident and occur upstream of the gemuetric
throat. The dashed lines in figure 3 connects the points of ~um and
maxbmnn values.

The variation of the locations of the flow minhmms and madmmns
is appsmnt from an inspection of the basic differential equations (5)
to (7) from which
ofp, V,and M

Minimum pressure

f ollowimg equations are obtained fcm zwo slopes
isentropic flow: -

Msximum velocity

)dA--=.

(;)++’)

C-w’fl
Max3mum l@ch nmiber

I

In the development of equations (Q), use was made of the equation

(m)

(llb) o
.

(UC)

“=at+:$s%~‘
which was derived from the general enqg equation with the ratio of
temperatures related to the ratio of the velocities of sound.

N

!

——~—
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The locations of minimum pessure and maximum velocity therefore
,s apparently vary with the local flow Mach number as we~ as the channel

geometry and rotar Mach ntier, but the mximum local Mach number loca-
tion is independent of flow. At the critical value of flow ~ch num-
ber (M = 1), the locations of the pressure and velocity become coin-
cident at the critical section.

The location of the critical radius <M = 1) varies with both the

M rotor Mach ntier and the rate of convergence of the channel. with the
m
CJl use of a parabolic variation of area, several rates of convergence
+ between the inlet and throat sections of the illustrative channel were

)

.

.

)

obtained as the ratio of throat area to inlet area at constant throat
mea was varied. The effect of the rate of convergence and rotor Mach
number on the location of the critical radius ratio is shown in figure 4.
The cuzves ill.ustmatethe gen~l consideration that because the con-
traction and energy effects are in opposition, the largest displacements
are to be expected for low rates of convergence and for high values of
rotor Mach number.

Msdmum mass flow. - The maximum mass flow that a cross section of
the channel is capable of passing under isentropic conditions is found
by Wf erentiating the expression for mass flow with respect to pres-
sure ratio at the section and settimg the derivative equal to zero.
From this development (appendixB) it is found that the maximum mass
flow occurs at the critical condition where the flow Mach numb= is 1
and the pressure ratio is given by

. .

(5)C=[+ +%(%[~’]%
(1’)

For radial flow with rotation, the critical pressure ratio increased
with increasing impeller-tipIhch number. with no rotation, eqw.
tion (12) reduces to the well-lamwn value for critical pressure ratio
of 0.528 f~ energy-conservativeSyste.g (r . 1.40). w V=iation of
critical pressure ratio with impeller-tipMach number is shown h fig-
ure 5 for the illustrative channel.

The increase in critical density correspondingto the increase in
critical pressure (fig. 5) indicates that the channel is capable of
passing a ~eater mass of fluid as the rotor l@ch nuniberis increased.
The variation of max5mum mass flow as described by the flow function ~
is given by (appendixB)

(13)

.

. — —— —-
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The relation fm tbe illwtrative chmnelis shown in figure 6., The
increase in maximum mass fluw results not only frdm the increase in
density but abo from the ~ase in critical area as the critical sec-
tion moves upstream from the throat. The cuve d the m%ximnm mass-flow
function (fig. 6) is actually the locus of the ~ points of the
curves of variation d flow function with ~ssure ratio at various
rotor Mach IruDibers. The general.value of ~ as obtained from equa-

tion (B7) of a~ B is

,=j”
+{ F+~(:J@!l(kj-(%y} ’14) [

The con@ete mass-fluw spectrum fa the illustrative channel up to an
@eller tip Mach nmiber of 1.8 is plotted in figm?e 7. .

Supmmnic flow. - I?a values at outlet static pressure lower than
that required f= contiuuou.sisentiopic compression at the critical
mass flow, supersonic velocities are obtained in the paBsage down-
stream of the critical section. As in the fluw through stationary
nozzles, the fluid expnds isentropically to some ~tit downstream of the
critic~ section, ~ses through a n~l ccqression sho*~ a iS *
further cuqressed isentrc@calJy to the prevailing outlet pressure.
The location and strength of the shock are determined by the magnitude

.

of the outlet ~eswe. The variation d static-pressureratio ml
shack location in the mq=sonic-flm regiun of the illustrative chan- .

nel is shuun in figure 8 fcm several s~ercritical otikb ~esmmes.
The dashed limes are curves of constat entropy correspondingto the
various outlet presmmes. The shock location fcrca gi. supercritical
outlet ~S~ -S determined by c~ the static-~essure ratio
from the constmt-entropy cmve fac that supercritical pessure to the
isentropic expansion cwe with the static-press= ratio that would
occur aaoss a n~ shock located at the particular radial position.

An examination of the equations & motion and the e*y relatim
(as was done h ref=ence 8) fa flow tith energy transfer due to
radius chamge revealed that shocks are both mechanically and thermo-
-Q lossfile in the region between the critical section and the
throat. Aside fl?omthe difference in location between the geametric and
aerodynamic throats, all conventional theoretical.s~sonic flow and
nmmal shock relations are valid for one-cthhensionalradial iqeh
flow. In the real ~- flow with f~te shwk thicbess, the enqgy
transf= may have some effect on shock stabiliw, boundary-layer i.xrter-
action~ and flow separation.

Losses. - 131the actual flow in channeb of radial impellers, the
existence al?internal losses arising fram friction, turbulence, and

.

——.
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m WU mom to some extent ~ &n-al picture of the flow
behavior obtained h the previous sections. From egpations (5) to (7),
for adiabatic flow the effect of losses (by means of entropy and static-
temperature increases) accelerated the flow along the channel, or in
othm words, losses can generally be considered to have the effect of a
reduction in the flow area. AS such, the critical radius, as well as
the locaticms of minhmm pressure and mxdmum velocity, will be dis-
placed downstream nearer the geometric throat.

The critical condition in the presence of losses continues to be
characterizedby the attainment of a relative Mach nuuber of 1 as indi-
cated by the singularity in equations (5) to (7) at M = 1. In the
presence of losses, the pressure ratio at which sonic velocity occurs
will.be reduced aud a correspondingreduction h msximum
will occw. The variation of mximum

mass flow
mss flow with critical pressure

ratio (known as the choldng lime) for radial impeller flow expressed as
the ratio of the mass-flow function at any irreversible condition to
the ideal isentropic mass-flow function was found (appendix C) to be

(15)

The maximum mass flow is, therefore, a function also of the location
of the critical section and its variation with the losses.

A relatively large effect of losses on the genmal flow behavior
occurs when the channel flow involves a breakaway of the boundsx’ylayer
or the formation of eddy regions. m such cases, the geometric-area
variation of the channel can no longer be considered as the actual area
governing the flow. For a given impeller chanuel, the variation of the
actual flow smea can be related to the principal flow variables from
ccmixinationof the equation of contiguity (equation (2)) and

wh=e n is the polytropic eqonent, as

dA dp
—a-—
A

( )
-L Vx+x (16)

a’p$&n

P

At this point, the concept of an en=w nuniberis introduced. The
energy nuniberis deftied so that its square is equal to minus the ratio
of the rate of change along the flow path of kinetic energy to the rate
of change of static enthalpyj or

.—. . -. —... .. ———.—— -——— .—— — —.— —— -——— -—-— — -—
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M

V dVE2 =-—
dp

F

I@ation (16) can therefore be expressed as

aA—=-
A

and, when the minhmm or maxhum
tion will be characterizedby

of the flow area develops, the condi-

(17)

llhasmuchas in most cases the effect on the average flow variation
of the sxea reduction (which was due to breakaway) will.be greater
than the entropy ticrease accompaqing the separation, the condition
can be represented very

Thus an imtdrsection of
energy nunkmr along the
ofandnimumor maxhum

closely by the simple relation

1#’=E2 (18)

the cuves of the squares of Mach ntier and
chamnel should reveal the presence and location
of the actual flow area.

me use of one-dimensionaltheory in the investi~tion of the mean
flow in channe~ of centrifugal hupellem is illustrated by an analysis
of the flow in the radial-imlet @eLLer of reference 5.

Apparatus

A photograph of the radial-inlet hpeller is shown in figure 9.
The tiection of the flow at the entrance to and along the @eller was
confined predominantly in a radial plane. The @elJ-er conwed
18 blades and had an outer diameter of 14 inches. The @eller inves-
tigation was conducted in a variable-component test setup with a
34-51Lchvaneless diffuser at tip speeds from 800 to 1300 feet per sec-
ond. In addition to stidard performance instrumentation, static-
pressure taps were installed along the impeller stationary front shroud.
A complete description of the 3mpeller design and experimen’kl setup

.

are given in rderence 5.
.

——.—.—.——
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Calculations

The average state cd?the air at points

13

along the cllmrlel of the
impeller were calculated.for the various tiy speeds from the measme-
ments of static pressure taken along the stationary-front shroud.
Because aP the essentially radial name of the impelLer configuration,
the variation of pressure across the depth of the passage fian front to
resr shroud should be negligible campared with the variatiorw along the
stremiline (as was indicated h reference 3 for a geometrically similar
impeller). The pressue readhgs along’the stationary-front shroud
therefare closely re~sent the average (one-itlmensianal)static pres-
sme in the channel at each radial yosition. Other assumptions made in
the calculdions w~e: (1) The direction of the flow followed the cur-
vatu&e of the blades at all points, (2) the ~elMr channel was flowing
full.at all times, and (3) the flow was isentropic. The detailed pro-
cedure involved in the calculating of the principal flow variables from
th continuity condition and energy equation (similar to equation (10))
are given in reference 5.

tion
General variations. - Illustrative examples of the measmed vEuia-
of static pressure along the impeller radius and the calculated

variations of velocity and Mach nunber are shown in figure 10 fa four
weight flows at an impeller-tip Mach nti= of 0.878. Although the
measured static-pressure variation with radius was not precisely Wined
in the inlet regLon of the iqe- because of the few tq locations
used h the investigation presented h ref=ence 5, subsequent unpub-
lished data from the same impeller with a considerably larger nmber of
pressure taps along the front shroud have mibstantiated the faired var-
iations used fcm the original data.

The plots of static ~essure, velocim, and flow Mach nmiber
(fig. lo) reveal a generai shnibrit y to the flow h the illustrative
conv=gent -divergent charnel in figme 3. The effect of the formation
of a throat in the inlet region due to increasing relative approach
area and leading edge separation at high weight flows is appsrent. ~
the ~ flow range, %& pressure drop became quite pronounced,
resulting h local Mach Runibersbecoming and exceeding 1. After the
maxhmnu weight flow was attained, further reductions h discharge pres-
sure increase the magnitude of the supersonic velocities and acconqanying
shocks and shift the shock regions further downstream from the throat.
As a result of these effects, a consz-ble decrease in efficiency was
obtaimed.

——_ ___ ——-.—.—— .._. .— —.. .— -—. --- ———... . .. ..— —-—.
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“

IXfective flow amea. - ~ a Fevious section a mh3mum or madmum

of the flow area is. shown to be characterized by the equallty of the
“

squares of the local Mach nuder M2 and the energy nuniber E2. For
the geometric—area variation of the test ~ellxx (fig. IL), if the
effective channel in the @eller-inlet region is to be considered non-
rigid and var@g with weight flow such that a throat forms at the
higher weight flows, then the qu@itative radial.variation of the prin-
cipal flow variables over the cqlete weight-flow range at constant
tip speed wiLL ay~ear as illustrated in figure 12. The corresponding E
gyalitative variations of Mach nmiber and energy nwiber wiu be as shown

m
tP

in figure 13. One int=section should be anticipated h the outlet
region where the maximum geometiic area occurs, ala in the high flow
range, a second intersection should be expected in the inlet region as
the throat develops.

Values of Mach nunber and energy number were calculated for the
test hpelAr based on the ideal geometric sxea of the impeller channel
and are shown in figure 14 for the test range of fluw at an @eller-
tip Mach n~er of 0.878. The calculated values of M2 and E2 in
general.follow the quaMtative variations of figure 13 rather C1OSely.
The entrance-region titersection, as expected, ind3-catesthe existence
of a minhuum of the flow area. The downstream sMft of the minimum of
the flow area with an increase in flow is -o apparent. Similar var-
iations of E2 and M? were obtained fa the runs of an @elLer-tip
Mach nuliberof 0.965.

Calculatims of the effective flow area which was required to pass
the measured maximum weight flow and to produce the measured pressure-

ratio variation were made for the accelerating flow region at the inlet

for several ~el.ler-tip Mach mmbers. The effective flow area was

determined from eq.za.tion (10) in Which the area A was introduced by

means of the conttiuity mibstitution for the relative velocity V. A
polyinwpic efficiency of 0.95 was assumed for the pressure-density
relation. The calculated flow area in the accelerating flow region at
~ weight flow at an @e_-tip Mach number of 0.878 is shown in
figure 11 in comparison with the geametric area and relative approach
area in order to illustrate the nature of the effective area contraction.

Ma2dmum weight flow. - At a given tip speed, the magnitude of the
~ weight flow resul.timgfram the attainment of the critical con-
ditions within the 3mpeller passage depends on the location of the
critical section and efficiency of the flow. As a first approach, ideal
critical conditions were assumed. The location of the critical radius
was obtained for each tip-speed run by comparing the calculated ideal-
critical pressure ratio as given by equation (12) with the measured
static-pressme ratios (fig● M for @ell=-tiP Mach nmibers of 0.878
and 1.058). The mudmum corrected weight flow at each tip speed was
obtahed from equation (13) and the calculated effective flow area L

—.. —.—— -—— .— .—— — ~ -- ——.—.
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(as in fig. il.)at the aitical radius. ~ weight flow plot’bed
against impeller-tip Mach number is shown in figure 16 in comprison
with the measured values of reference 5. As expected, the calculated
maximum weight flow ageed very closely with the exp=imental values.

Values of madmum weight flow predicted by the conventionalprac-
tice of assuming the chokkg to occur at the hpeller inlet (vane lead-
ing edge) are abo shown in figure 16. The assumption of inlet choldng
apparently is inaccurate for predicting m3xbnnn weight flow for this
type of @el.ler, and an improved nethod based on choldmg at the effec-
tive throat within the passage is desirable.

In plotting the calculated effective flow area> the effective flow

area at the critical. radius was observed to be very nearly equal to the
geometric area at all tip speeds (for example fig. LL). This was
believed to be due to the considerationthat, as the flow area varied “
from the relative approach area upstream of the inlet (geater than the
geometric area) to the throat area in the separated region downstream
of the inlet (smaller than the geometric area), there is some point
upstream of the throat -e the effective flow area is equal to the
geometric area. With the critical section occurring upstream of the
throat, the displacement frcm the throat was of sufficientmagnitude to
result in & n= equa13ty of the areas. Thus, for a given @elJ_er,
U the location of the critical radius can be appro-ted (froIuan
inspection of the geometric-area variation and the relative approach
areas), the ideal weight fluw based on geometric area at the critical
section may provide a method d predicting maxhup weight flow tit is
more accurate than the inlet-cholsbg es$lmate. For the radial-ixilet
impeller of ref=ence 5, ideal maximum weight flow based on geometric
area at the critical section is shown by the dashed line in figure 16.

Losses and efficiency. - The measured variation of over-all effi-
ciency for the radial-inlet iqmller installation of reference 5 as
plotted against relative appm&h area and angle of attack is shown ,
over a range of impeller-tipMach nmibers in figure 17. Peak efficiency
for all impeller-tipldachnmibers oce-ed at tiues of relative .
ap~oach area from about zero to 10 percent greater than the geometric
area of the channel at the blade inlet (ficludingblade thickness)
corresponding to positive angles of attack from 3 to 6 dqqees. Angle
of attack is defined as the difference between the angle of the inlet
air and the tangent to the blade mean line at the leading edge. The
direction of the ap~oachiag fluid was calculated on the basis of inlet-
depression tank stagnation conditions and the full =ea of the flow
passage immediately upstream of the leading edge of the hpeller blades.
A 3-percent velocity-increase correction for shroud boundsry-layer
blockage and total-pressure loss was included.
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The ov=-all efficiency variation shown ta figure 17 is a result of
the ccmixtnedeffects of the variouE losses occurring in the flow. In

.

general, heavy uontiibtims to hpeller losses canbe identified as
(1) friction losses arising from the action of the mean flow on the
wetted surface of the 5mpeXkr and vaneless d3ffuser passages, (2)
losses due to the somewhat sudden enlargement or contraction of the rel-
ative flow area across the blade inlet (referred to as inlet losses),
(3) boundary-layer and semndary-flow losses due to the effects of
blade-surface velocity gradients srising from the blade loading
(referred to as blade-load3mg losses), and (4) shock losses due to
supersonic velocities h the choked-flow range of operation. lRriction
losses ~pen.d principally on the square of the mean flow velocity and
will, therefore, increase rapidly with increasizugweight flow. Blade-
loatbg losses, on the other hand, increase with decreasing weight flow
as there is less kinetic energy available in the mean flow to overcome
the adverse pressure ~adients and boundary-layer growth imposed by the
blade circulation. (For a radial discharge iqeller with LLttle slip,
the circulation is apprmdmately constant at a fixed tip speed.)

The relative magnitude of the inlet losses depends largely on
whe~ the relative inlet area is contracting or expand@ awoss the
blade inlet. For low weight flows the flow mea is e-ged (fig. 1),
and from fluid mechamics for pipe flow (reference 9 or 10), the loss
for sudden enlargement

M this loss analysis,
blade leading edge and
bnetitely downstream
high weight flows,

is given by (neglectingdensity &a&es)

(19)

subscript 1 refers to con~tions ahead of the
stiscript 2 refers to conditions in the channel
of the leading edge. For contracting sreas at

2

F
‘2

‘~

wke the factor K is a function primarily of area ratio. For values
of A2/A1 to about 0.5, the 10SS can be given appo~tel-y by

(20)

Thus, as flow is decreased frcmnthe point of equal inlet area (minhmm
entrance loss), although the area ratio A~A2 decreases b equa-

tion (u), the relative inlet velocity V1 d-SO *ueases ~d the

-...——— ..—.—. —–— _—— -.—— —.—-——
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entrance losses will remain V- sma.~. In contiast, however, as flow
is increased past the equal-area petit, A~Al decreases and Q2

increases (V2 approaches the critical value) and ‘asharp rise in inlet
loss occurs.

At a given hpeller-tip speed, the coqosite loss picture in fig-
ure 17 is as follows: On the low weight-flow side of the equal-area
point, friction losses decrease gadually, entrance losses remain very
small, blade loading losses tend to ticrease and a gadual deche in
efficiency to the surge point occurs. On the high weight-flow side,
blade loading losses gadually decrease, but friction and inlet losses
rise sharply to produce a rapid rate of decrease in efficiency to the
choked flow point. The large dec13mes in efficiency at the choked flows
at the higher tip speeds are due to the shock losses of the super-
critical passage flow.

The gen=al decrease in efficiency as impeller-tipMach nuub~ is
imreased (fig. 17) is a reflection of the increased friction and
blade-loading losses resulting from the higher values af circulation
and mean velocity at these wheel speeds. The decrease in range of
operation at the higher tip speeds can abo be attributed to the higher
velocities and loadings. In the high flow region of operation, as the
relative inlet Mach ntier is ixmreased because of the high= wheel
speeds, the area reduction necessary to cause a critical contraction
ratio becomes progressively smaller.

At the choked flow point (local sonic velocity in the blade inlet
region) the over-all.efficiency is substantially greati at the higher
wheel speeds than it is at the lower wheel speeds. The re@ced ov=-
all efficiency at critical flow at low wheel speeds cannot be attri-
buted to increased diffuser, friction, cm blade-loading losses, because
(1) hnpeller channel velocities are not stistantial.lydifferent for the
various wheel speeds at the critical condition; (2) @eller blade
leadings remain light at the lower fieel speedsj and (3) vaneless dM-
fuser efficiency gives evidence of little change-with wheel speed (ref-
wences 11 @ E) . A principal clifference between the high- and low-
speed choking points however, is the flow-area change across the blade
inlet. According to equation (20), with the velocities downstream of
the area contraction approx5matel.ythe same (local critical velocity),

a greater met loss occurs at t~ lower wheel speeds where the inlet
area change is the ~eatest. A similar condition of large inlet losses
in the high flow range of a geam.etricallysimilar hrpel.lerat low wheel
speeds was found in references 3 and 4.

In view of the indicated large inlet losses at negative angles of
attack, @roved performance and range of operation may be obtained if
blade leadlng-edge shapes are designed for a more efficient accmoda-
tion of the inlet-flow variation.

.

. . .— —
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SUMMARY OF REwHcs

lRroma theoretical analysis of the ideal one-dhensional flow h
an illustrative rotating radial @eller channel with a convergent-
div=gent area, it ~S found that:

1. The behavior of the flow (variations of pressure, velocity, Mach
number, etc.) along the radius af the rotating channel was generally $

dmilar in bend to that in a geometrically shilar stationary nozzle.
?

2. Critical (sonic) conditions occurred upstream of the geometric
*oat, with the displacement frcnnthe throat increasingwith increasing
-e~er wheel s~eed.and with decreasing rate of area contraction.

3. The effect of losses on the variation of flow along the channel
was similar to the effect of a reduction of the flow area.

A flmther one-dimensionalanalysis of the flow in an experimental
rtial-in.let impeller contadaing static-pressuretaps along the sti-
tionsry front shroud indicated that:

1. The behavior of the mean fluw along the impeller passage was
g~ally dmilar to that of fluw along a rotating radial channel whose
effective flow area at the inlet varies with the operating point. .

2. A critical condition occurred in the inlet region of the impeller
at high negative angles of attack where a throat is formed because of
flow separation and readjus-t downstream of the leading edge.

3. Calculated msxlmum weight flows based on conditions at the
critical radius compared favorably with experimentalmaximum weight
flows over the wheel speed range of the impeller.

4. Enpeller-inlet losses were indicated to be hrge at the high=
weight flows.

Lewis Flight Propulsion Iabaatcmy
National Advimxy Committee for Aeronautics

Cleveland, Ohio

.
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LCGARI!I!KMICDDTERENT IKG EQUATIONS

The variations of pressure, relative velocity, and rebtive Mach 0
number along the radius of a channel can be obtained from equations (1)
to (4) in the logarithmic clifferential form as follows.

.

Velocity. - I&p equation (4),

Substituting in equation (1) yields

“v+w)=’Q+’&)~
Diff~entiating p/p, with R = Cp - Cv, gives

vdv+*[$(:)*]=aQ+&)

(Al)

,

(AZ)

lhom continuity, equation (2),

$=++ (A3)

Substituting for
*
~ana: in equation (A2) frm equations (A3) and

O(3) yields, with a2 = y ~ ,

.

1 v% +-——
r-l V

Multiplying through

.

a2 dAx~--—
~-l y-l A

condensing give

——.—_ .. ——. —... .--— _. .— — . ..
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(3..
T

0
Pressure.

@elds

- lkom equation (3), using a2 = $ and equation (6)

(6)

Mach nuniber.- ?Zrcm the definition of Wch nuniber M = V/a it can
‘be shown that

m m laa2—=— - ——
MV2 ~2

Rrom the definitioriof sonic velocity,

.

Thus, equation (A4) can be expressed as

Substituting for

.

Substituting f6r

then yields after

.

-’++($%’)m
M

* from equation
P

(_=l dVm
M ZT

(A4)

(A’)

(A6)

(A3) gives

dp dA-—-—
)

(A7)
PA

‘p in eqmtion (A7) from equation (6) * (5)*aria T

Codxbing terms

.

——— ..— —
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.

T

dM—=
M

-*(i{’’+” ‘(%-

}

2 + (y-l) I?]m - (T--1)(1 + I@ d~ + [2 + (r-l) ~] ~

)

(7)

—.—. ...—-—_ ___ ..____ ——- ---- ——. --———..--— —___ _____ _____ —.. . . -—
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APPENDIX B

IDEAL MAXIMUM MASS FLOW

l&om continmLty, the ideal mass flow at any cross section of a
channel for one-dhensional flow is given by

H
w= PVA (Bl) E

From the energy equation

1

[ (-)1

2y
F

V= 2c#To+m2r2- ~ ~

From the isentropic retition for ideal flow

Thus,

1

P ()
pr

=Po~

Y-1

()rP_Tpoar—._ ——
y-l p r-l Po Po

Now, inasmuch as

P.
r—=ao2
Po

equation (B4) cm be expressed as

Furthermore, frcnnthe perfect gas law,

P. ao2

CPJ%=hc=q

(B2)

(B3)

(B4)

(B5)

(B6)

—.
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Substituting equations (B2), (B3), (B5), and (B6) into equation (Bl)
results in

from which is obtained
‘N
~

23

,,

Differentiating W with respect to pressure ratio
sectional area yields

at a given cross-

ksnmch as the denominator is anonzero quantity (see equation (B7)),
it is sufficient to set only the term between braces in the numerator
equation zezo in order to maximize equation (B7), or

2-yr 1—

from which the pressure ratio at maximumflow is obtained as

. The
equation

(B8)

(B12)

velocity at the msxinmm fluw condition is foundby expressing
(B2) in terms of the local velocity of sound

—. .— —.. —-_
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m

<
Vm= +

r-l a.

Then, from eqyation (B8)

~

1

2

()

2-2
~+ys # am-—

‘T m 2
a. -

(B9)

Substituting the adi~atic relation

r-l
F%

()

~ =—
Pom ao

into equation (B9) and rearranging give

1

(Vm=- 2-2- 22
y-l % y-l %

)

from which is obtti~ the critical condition

Vm = a=

Thus the msximum mass flow occurs at the critical condition and all m
subscripts can be replacd by c subscripts.

The maximum mass flow is given by

w= Pc ac %

which beccmes, after the introduction of the isentropic and sonic
rekations

T+l

(.)
~

wm=Poao A+c

.

(B1O)
.

— ———
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Substituting for the critical

w
m—=l$m=

PoaoAc

d
In
m
N

. .

25

pressure ratio from equation (12)

(13)

— —...- —.. _.. ——. — —.. —.. -——-- — -
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APPENmX c

MASS-FLOW CHOKING lXNE FOR FLowwmHImsEs

Max33mm mass flow in a rotating channel in the presence of losses
can be obtained as follows.

Fran continuity, at the critical condition

W~=p~a~< (cl)

With the use of the sonic relation and e@ation of state,

I&am the enwgy equation for relative flow,

or

from which

tc=*To(.+&y)
or

‘C=*t’+ww!l
Substituting equation (C3) into equation (C2) gives

> ~Ymo Ac P.

“=mo~:]

(C2)

(C3)

_—— .—
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tion

(C4)

The isentropic critical mass-flow function is obtained from equa-
(B1O) as

“c=Wd+
and from equation (12) fa critical pressure ratio

()
P
r

(C5)

(C6)

The ratio of actual to isentropic critical mass-flow function or choking
line thus becomes

I..— (15)
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Rotation

,.

(a) Apprcecharealessthanbladearea
(lowweightflow).

\

.

\.

(b) A&roach &rea equal tobladearea
\(mealumweightflow).

(c) Appmxmh area greaterthanblade
\ area(highweightflm).

Figure 1. - Variation of relativeapproach srea over
weight-flm range of.impeller operation.
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Figure 9. - Experimentalradial-inlet@eUer (reference5).
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